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Victoria	Forth	–	Programme	Manager	

	
Website:	www.environmental-research.ox.ac.uk	

Twitter/X:	@OxfordEnvRes	
Instagram:	@oxfordenvres	

YouTube	‘DTP	in	Environmental	Research,	Oxford’	



Ambitions
• To	provide	a	supportive	research	environment	to	train	of	the	next	generation	of	
researchers	across	the	breadth	of	NERC’s	remit	in	environmental	research	—	
from	the	Mathematics	and	Physics	of	Climate	to	Geochemistry	to	Zoology	

• To	admit	talented	students	from	a	diverse	range	of	backgrounds,	and	enable	
them	to	work	creatively	to	advance	knowledge,	understanding	and	find	
solutions	to	environmental	challenges



20	fully	funded	4-year	studentships,	leading	to	a	DPhil	(	=	PhD	)	
	

funding	includes:	fees,	stipend	(£18	662	p.a.)	and	research	budget	(£8	000)	
	

Studentships	open	to	all	qualified	applicants:	UK	and	international	



Research	Projects	

Discovery	Science:	open-ended,	fundamental	research	in	any	NERC	science	area	where	we	can	provide	supervision	

host	departments:	Archaeology,	Biology,	Chemistry,	Earth	Sciences,	Engineering,	Geography,	Mathematics,	Physics

Student	led:	we	encourage	students	take	responsibility	for	formulating	and	writing	their	research	proposal	from	
the	start,	in	collaboration	with	supervisors	and	project	partners

Collaborative:	external	partners,	several	supporting	CASE	awards



Research	Streams

Oxford’s	DTP	supervisors	are	based	across	8	departments	

Our	research	themes	cut	across	disciplinary	and	departmental	boundaries	



key	departments:	Biology,		Geography,	Earth	Sciences,	Chemistry,	Archaeology,	Engineering	



key	departments:	Earth	Sciences,	Physics,		Geography,	Mathematics,	Engineering



key	departments:	Physics,		Geography,	Earth	Sciences,	Mathematics,	Engineering



key	departments:	all!

Intelligent	Earth	CDT	?



April Burt: Plastic pollution in the Seychelles

Lauren Rudd: Overcoming racism in 
conservation science and practice

Milan Klöwer: Decarbonising conference travel



Cohort



Training		

(equivalent	to	6	months	throughout	the	4	years	of	the	degree)	

- Core	research	skills:	statistics,	software	engineering,	numerical	modelling,	…		
- Planning	your	research,	writing,	presenting,	…		
- Cohort	activities,	e.g.,	Grand	Challenge	seminars	
- Wider	engagement:	public	engagement,	science	into	policy,	working	with	partners,	entrepreneurship,	…	
- Advanced	research	techniques	—	specialist	training	
- Focused	in	first	6	months	(especially	first	term)	but	should	continue	throughout	the	four	years	

the	training	programme	is	flexible	and	can	be	adapted	to	your	experience	and	needs	





Grand	Challenge	Seminars



Transfer	to	Department	in	Summer	Term,	year	1	

- Admit	to	Programme,	not	Department	
- Write	a	short	research	proposal	(2	pages)	plus	research	budget		
- 30	minute	meeting	with	two	academics	to	present	and	discuss	proposal		
- All	students	require	two	(or	more)	supervisors	(primary	supervisor	must	be	based	in	Oxford)	
- Obtain	your	DPhil	from	the	Department	in	which	you	are	registered	
- Possible	to	change	supervisor	and/or	department	after	joining	the	DTP



Oxford’s		
Research		
Ecosystem



Colleges

• can	apply	to	other	colleges	
• those	highlighted	here	contribute	something	
substanial	to	the	programme,	e.g.,	space	for	
teaching	or	events,	reserved	accommodaion	for	DTP	
students,	contribuions	to	course	fees,	etc	



How	to	Apply?	
full	details	on	our	website:	www.environmental-research.ox.ac.uk/how-apply

Deadline	for	applications:	1200,	Friday	5	January	
you	may	apply	for	more	than	one	programme	

Pre-interview	online,	drop-in	briefing	session:	February	2024	(tbc)	
Interviews:	19-20	February	(online)



DTP	studentships	are	open	to	all	candidates	who	will	achieve,	or	have	achieved,		
a	final	degree	of	a	2.1	or	higher	in	a	relevant	discipline	

	
aim	to	prioritise	2-3	studentships	for	candidates	who	meet	at	least	one	of	the	following	criteria:	

	

-	first	generation	of	your	family	to	go	to	university;			
-	have	been	in	care	for	at	least	three	months,	or	have	been	a	young	carer;		

-	come	from	a	neighbourhood	classed	as	ACORN	4	or	5	or	POLAR	(4)	Quintile	1	or	2	in	your	final	year	of	school	
	

Black	Academic	Futures	Scholarships:	20	full	scholarships	available	across	the	University		
—	the	DTC	has	4	of	these	(1	per	programme)	in	collaboration	with	Linacre	College

Equality,	diversity	and	inclusion



Applications	process	is:		
		

-	anonymised	
-	uses	a	standard	CV	template	

-	encourages	applicants	to	give	a	narrative	of	challenges	they	have	overcome	
	

If	you	are	eligible	for	internal	scholarship	competitions	(Black	Academic	Futures,	
Clarendon,		etc),	you	will	automatically	be	considered	when	you	apply

Equality,	diversity	and	inclusion



"the story is sure to reassure concerned young audiences that
everyone has their part to play in the climate crisis movement,

and this public engagement effort has to be applauded."
Broadway World

Fossil handling with an
Edinburgh University researcher

after the show

Feedback from the outreach team of researchers
The climate outreach after the show worked very well - our volunteers were
very enthusiastic and one even had a long chat with someone who was
sceptical about climate change on the Royal Mile.

We sent the climate and Earth scientists who helped with the post-show
outreach short feedback forms to fill out. Here is a summary of their responses.

“Talking to people on the Royal
Mile was great”
“Having kit to engage young
people out on the Royal Mile,
and then lead on from that to
discussions about climate
change and the show.”
“Definitely having items for kids
to play with - they were popular.”
It was noted that “climate
scientist” on the t-shirts was
better received than “climate
expert” when engaging with
passers-by

What worked well?

“Brilliant, and well-pitched, with
great, catchy tunes and the right
amount of depth.”
“Was of very high quality, really
well performed and engaging
throughout. It was well written,
with distinct characters and story
arcs. The science is well woven
into the story and doesn't feel
forced.”

Thoughts on the show...

Specifics about their own research
Who is to blame for climate change
How political tensions can change
outcomes of climate goals
How much people can do to stop it
(“What can WE do?”)
Whether they were affected by climate
anxiety
The feasibility of possible solutions
Topics from recent news stories, e.g.
ocean circulation collapse
Ecological impact of climate change
What part does industry play in climate
problems and solutions
How to communicate about the climate

What they discussed with the
public:

3 out of 5 researchers said the event
increased their confidence in
communicating science to the public (2
out of 5 had no change)

Enjoyment of outreach activities 4.4 out
of 5 

All said they wanted to take part again

Some stats:

FEEDBACKFORM

The show was inspired by conversations with climate researchers and
is kindly supported by the NERC-Oxford Doctoral Training Partnership
in Environmental Research. Almost all our costumes, set and props are
second-hand, borrowed, dead stock, reused or recycled.

Written, performed and produced by Roberta Wilkinson
(script, lyrics) and Matthew Kemp (music, lyrics). Set
Design Consultant: Eli Cunniff, Marketing Consultant:
Nathaniel Jones, Digital Artwork: Cecily Church, Show
Technician & Climate Outreach: Ben Clarke.

GEOLOGISE
THEATRE

If you enjoy the show
please help us spread
the word!

@wearegeologise
@geologisetheatre

www.geologisetheatre.com

We'd  love to know
what you think

Join our team of climate scientists out in the
courtyard straight after the show - they'll be
answering questions and running activities!

www.tinyurl.com/chrissiefeedback

12:45pm (1 hr), 14-19 Aug
Greenside @ Riddles Court

Post a review on edfringe.com!

Appendix: post-show flyer page 1

"The duo of Wilkinson and Kemp have a very strong sense of how
to tell a story effectively, and there are a lot of interesting facts
about wider science in the show, alongside the climate change
information.... With a potentially very strong future within the
Theatre in the education field, as well as at the ever-growing
number of science and children’s festivals, this is a delightful

production that we strongly recommend." Starburst Magazine

Additional notes
We produced a post-show flyer
for the audience with a list of
family-friendly suggestions for
things we can all do to tackle
climate change (see appendix). We
also produced a show guide for
anyone who would benefit from
knowing more in advance of the
show due to accessibility needs or
for any other reason.

Almost all our costumes, set and
props are second-hand, borrowed,
dead stock, reused or recycled. All
the flyers we printed for marketing
were made from recycled paper
and were recyclable.

On the set of
Chrissie and the
Skiddle Witch!

Reflections
We are extremely grateful for the
support of the DTP which enabled
us to take this show to Edinburgh
Fringe, the biggest arts festival in
the world, where we were able to
reach many people who would
not normally attend science or
climate themed events. We spent
many hours flyering around
Edinburgh and it was sometimes

a challenge to reassure parents that the show would be enjoyable and not
'preachy' or upsetting for their already climate-concerned kids - but once
they saw the show they gave us very positive feedback and their concerns
were assuaged! So we learnt a lot about how to pitch the show and the
outreach activities to convince people to come along. Taking the show to
Edinburgh Fringe also gave us the experience and media exposure we will
need to support sharing the show and outreach further and reach an even
bigger audience in future, so we are very grateful for the DTP's support.

"The duo of Wilkinson and Kemp have a very strong sense of how
to tell a story effectively, and there are a lot of interesting facts
about wider science in the show, alongside the climate change
information.... With a potentially very strong future within the
Theatre in the education field, as well as at the ever-growing
number of science and children’s festivals, this is a delightful

production that we strongly recommend." Starburst Magazine

Additional notes
We produced a post-show flyer
for the audience with a list of
family-friendly suggestions for
things we can all do to tackle
climate change (see appendix). We
also produced a show guide for
anyone who would benefit from
knowing more in advance of the
show due to accessibility needs or
for any other reason.

Almost all our costumes, set and
props are second-hand, borrowed,
dead stock, reused or recycled. All
the flyers we printed for marketing
were made from recycled paper
and were recyclable.

On the set of
Chrissie and the
Skiddle Witch!

Reflections
We are extremely grateful for the
support of the DTP which enabled
us to take this show to Edinburgh
Fringe, the biggest arts festival in
the world, where we were able to
reach many people who would
not normally attend science or
climate themed events. We spent
many hours flyering around
Edinburgh and it was sometimes

a challenge to reassure parents that the show would be enjoyable and not
'preachy' or upsetting for their already climate-concerned kids - but once
they saw the show they gave us very positive feedback and their concerns
were assuaged! So we learnt a lot about how to pitch the show and the
outreach activities to convince people to come along. Taking the show to
Edinburgh Fringe also gave us the experience and media exposure we will
need to support sharing the show and outreach further and reach an even
bigger audience in future, so we are very grateful for the DTP's support.

Climate scientist volunteers out on Edinburgh's busy Royal Mile
with outreach activities and wearing "I'm a climate scientist ask

me a question" t-shirts!

To accompany the show, we
designed climate outreach activities
based on the Royal Meteorological
Society's experiments. Members of
the public could learn about albedo
and the greenhouse effect with
hands-on activities using an IR
thermometer and camera. They
were also encouraged to ask
questions about the scientists' own
research, or any other questions
they had about climate change. One
of our team of scientists did fossil
handling with the public, tying into
the paleontological theme we
explore in the show.

Climate scientist volunteers doing
outreach with the public in the

courtyard of the venue after one of
the performances 

"A particularly nice touch by the company includes the
opportunity to meet with climate scientists after the show to “chat

climate change” with interactive activities in tow. Audiences can
learn more about the Albedo Effect – a way of measuring how
well a particular material can reflect sunlight – among other

factoids." Broadway World
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• Research	areas:	Fundamental	and	applied	biosciences	(including	Animal	and	Plant	
Biology,	Molecular	and	Cellular	Bioscience,	Bioscience	for	Food,	Industry	and	
Health,	Transformative	Technologies)	

• Organisations:	University	of	Oxford,	Oxford	Brookes	University,	Pirbright	Institute,	
Diamond	Light	Source,	ISIS	Neutron	and	Muon	Source,	Central	Laser	Facility,	
Research	Complex	at	Harwell,	Rosalind	Franklin	Institute,	NNRCO	

• Core	training:	Programming,	Mathematics,	Statistics	and	Data	Science,	Bioscience	

• Advanced	training:	Bioinformatics,	Bioimaging,	Synthetic	Biology,	Modelling…	

• Studentships:	4	years,	Rotation	studentships,	Industrial	CASE	(iCASE)	studentships	

• Deadline:	5	January		

• www.biodtp.ox.ac.uk;		www.ox.ac.uk/admissions/graduate/courses/
interdisciplinary-bioscience	

• Contact:	dtpenquiries@biodtp.ox.ac.uk

The	Oxford	Interdisciplinary	Bioscience	DTP

http://www.biodtp.ox.ac.uk/


Intelligent Earth CDT
Philip Stier

Intelligent Earth
UKRI AI Centre for Doctoral Training in AI for the Environment

Interdisciplinary  4-year PhD training 
programme with two entry streams: for 
numerate environmental science 
backgrounds and for AI/ML, maths, 
statistics, physics backgrounds. 

Five closely connected themes: 
1) Climate

2) Biodiversity

3) Natural hazards

4) Environmental solutions (e.g., nature 
recovery, carbon stock taking, 
agriculture & food, energy) 

5) Core AI/ML research on complex 
environmental data 

Intrinsically interdisciplinary for each 
PhD project:

• Joint supervision between 
environmental and AI academics from 
the CDT departments

• Additional non-academic advisor from 
partners, who also serves as host for a 
non-academic secondment

• Primary department and supervisor 
will be assigned based on the focus of 
the project and the background of the 
student

https://intelligent-earth.ox.ac.uk

Virtual open day:
30 November 2023



Questions	
- What	makes	a	good	candidate	for	a	DTP?		
- Is	the	DTC	the	only	“department”	to	take	part	in	the	admission	process	or	do	the	departments	have	a	say?	
- Are	the	courses	in	the	first	2	semesters	mandatory	across	biology,	climate	physics	etc?		
- Does	applying	too	early	or	right	near	the	deadline	affect	the	application	decision?	
- Is	it	possible	to	do	short	internships	or	academic	placements	at	other	universities	during	the	course?	
- What	PhD	program/s	stand	a	higher	chance	of	getting	this	DTP	scholarship?	
- Do	we	need	to	contact	potential	supervisors	before	applying?	
- I	have	already	found	a	supervisor	and	written	a	proposal.	Can	I	apply	to	the	DTP	with	this?	
- If	you	already	know	the	project	you	want	to	work	on	do	you	apply	through	the	stream	or	project	supervisor?	
- Are	applicants	required	to	submit	a	research	proposal	to	the	application	portal	or	just	statement	of	purpose?	
- How	would	you	describe	DTP	students	(in	general)	compared	to	traditional	DPhil	students?	
- Are	research	streams	split	evenly	or	does	that	depend	on	the	cohort?	
- What	is	the	rate	of	acceptance?	
- Are	peer-reviewed	publications	required?	Is	a	paper	under	review	useful	when	applying?	
- is	there	any	minimum	for	GPA?	For	both	bachelors	and	masters	
- Are	there	connections	with	other	NERC	DTPs	around	the	UK?	
- I’m	applying	to	an	advertised	project	with	a	specific	supervisor,	how	do	i	determine	which	stream	to	apply	to?	
- If	your	bachelor’s	is	first	class	and	your	masters	is	just	a	pass,	would	this	affect	your	chances?	
- Do	we	propose	our	own	topic	in	the	application	stage	or	later	(once	we	get	in)?	
- Are	DTP	students	generally	younger/less	experienced	than	traditional	DPhil	students?	


